25 Years of Help & Hope

Our Principles

We believe . . .
• all people matter
• in an active faith that extends far beyond
Sunday’s four walls

Help for today.
Hope for tomorrow.

• in equipping the right partners with the
resources they need in order to affect
sustainable transformation in people and
communities
• in building long-term relationships with
our donors that allow us to be the hands,
feet, and heart of Jesus
• in working with passion, enthusiasm, and
fanatical attention to quality and detail
• in always doing the right thing, total
transparency, and sharing the results of
the impact we make
• in accomplishing God-sized tasks that
last for eternity
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25 YEARS OF

Help & Hope
1992
• Bibles in Russia

• World Help
founded

1991

1996

1999

2003

• Vision 1000 begins:
Goal to plant 1,000
churches in Southeast Asia

• Relief for Crisis in
Kosovo

• Rebuilding Rwanda:
Child Sponsorship
Program established
to help victims of
genocide

1994

• Child Sponsorship
Program begins

• Evangelistic Rallies
in Cuba: Distributed
over 50,000 Bibles

• Operation China:
30,000 Bibles
smuggled into China

• Project Hope: Provided
50,000 Spanish Bibles
to Cuba

• Vision 1000
complete: Goal
reached

• Moscow for Jesus:
Distributed copies of
Christian literature
to every home in
Moscow

• St. Petersburg for
Jesus: Distributed
Christian literature
to every home in
the city

• Humanitarian
Aid Program
established

1995

1993

• The Forgotten Children:
Provided safe havens
for Ugandan children
victimized by the Lord’s
Resistance Army

• Iraq Program
Begins:
Humanitarian aid and
spiritual resources

• Partnership in
Nepal began

• One Million Bibles
for China

1997

2001

2008

2005

• Southeast Asia
Tsunami—Relief
Program

2004

• Partnership in
Guatemala: Child
sponsorship,
community
development, and
relief programs

• Children of Hope:
Providing for children
affected by AIDS in
sub-Saharan Africa

2007

2014
2010

2012

• Haiti Earthquake—
Relief Program

• USB Bibles for
China

• Clean-Water
Initiatives:
Established global
clean-water
solutions for areas
of greatest need

2009

• ISIS and Middle
East Crisis Relief

• Rescue Programs
Begin: Restoring
children impacted
by abandonment
or malnutrition
• Syrian Refugee
Relief Program
Begins

2011

• Safe Motherhood
Program in
Ethiopia Begins

• Typhoon Haiyan,
Philippines—
Relief Progam

2013

• Mobile Medical
Clinics: Established
clinics providing
free medicine and
medical care
• Nepal Earthquake
Relief

2015

To read more, watch anniversary videos,
and interact with our full timeline, visit:

worldhelp.net/25
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25 Years of Impact
People
		Impacted
Churches
		Planted
Bibles
		Distributed
Children
		Sponsored
Lives Impacted By
		 Humanitarian Aid

75,939,038
75,261
9,914,718
52,500
14,979,319

s 2015 drew to a close, World Help celebrated another major
milestone — the beginning of our 25th year of sharing help and hope
with impoverished communities worldwide.
What began as a humble commitment has unfolded into a
movement of people who have worked together to impact 76
million people in 70 countries.
Thank you for everything you have done to transform lives with
tangible help and eternal hope.
In 2015 alone, you came to the aid of 3 million people in urgent
physical and spiritual need.
Because of you, earthquake-shattered communities in Nepal
received the resources they needed to stay alive and begin rebuilding
their lives . . . Middle Eastern refugees have found stability in vocational
opportunities . . . Jungle villages in Guatemala are growing healthier by
the day with renewed infrastructures . . . Sponsored children are
dreaming of futures untainted by extreme poverty.
Your impact around the world is extensive. This brief report only
skims the surface of how you have stepped in for the sake of others.
But I hope the stories contained here serve as a reminder of God’s
desire to use you to heal, restore, and renew.
Since 1991, He has used World Help supporters as His hands,
feet, and heart to millions of lives threatened by crisis, poverty,
injustice, and hopelessness. We look forward to the next 25
years of serving alongside you on behalf of those in urgent
need of Christ’s love and care.
Help for today . . . Hope for tomorrow,
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Our Work

Our Road Map

World Help is a Christian humanitarian organization that
exists to serve the physical and spiritual needs of people
in impoverished communities around the world.

World Help believes in holistic
development and sustainable health.
We seek to accomplish this through
three core principles.
. . . At the center of each of our global programs is
the desire to point people to the love of God.

Aid & Relief
Whether it be war, natural
disaster, famine, poverty,
or other catastrophes, our
immediate response to
the humanitarian needs
is crucial to saving lives.
This compassion opens
the doors for us to share
about the love of Christ.
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Sustainabilty
and Education

Community
Development

Our goal is to provide
gospel-oriented, long-term
sustainable solutions for
people living in extreme
poverty, moving them
from simply surviving . . .
to thriving. Every project
centers on empowering
individuals, communities,
and future generations.

True development
begins at the very
roots of a village. We
facilitate true progress
by investing in a healthy
community through
clean water, shelter,
education, healthcare,
and spiritual vitality.

. . . We partner with nationals and local church
communities who are deeply attentive to the
needs of their people.
. . . Our work is preventative. We begin with the
end in mind; equipping individuals with the
skills and resources they need to contribute
to thriving communities . . . moving them from
poverty to empowerment, despair to hope.
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2015: A Year of
Transformation

New Initiatives
NEPAL

Rebuilding Nepal
• Earthquake disaster relief
• Water projects, home and church reconstruction
• Women’s seminars and training

3,061,176 lives 8,113 churches

IRAQ

impacted in 2015

planted worldwide

14,105 active

243,082 Bibles

INDIA

child sponsorships

distributed

86 new clean-water 375,796 lives

projects, impacting
51,363 people

684 children

rescued in Uganda,
Guatemala, and Haiti

impacted by containers
of aid and relief

• Yazidi Refugee Vocational Training
• Trauma care and spiritual counseling

• Constructed leper homes and a clinic
in Indore , India

UGANDA
• Destiny Pediatric Clinic

GUATEMALA
• The Good Samaritan Home for mothers
and children

CUBA & PERU
• Church-planting conferences and pastor
training for church planters

World Help began two new
sponsorship programs,
bringing the total number
to 160 programs.
UGANDA
• Bobi Village of
Hope, Uganda

INDIA
• Tejaji Nagar Child Center 		
in Madhya Pradesh, India

GREECE
• Refugee Relief—aid kits and Bibles for refugees
on the move

CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC
• Security fence at Irene’s Children’s Home
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T

he quiet Nepali way of life came to
an abrupt halt in early 2015 when highmagnitude earthquakes rocked ancient
cities and humble mountain villages alike,
causing more than 8,800 deaths, destroying
nearly 1 million homes, and wiping away
generations of livelihoods.

Nepal
Earthquakes

The country was in a state of humanitarian
chaos. Eight million people were directly
affected by the quakes, losing loved ones,
possessions, and hope beneath the rubble
of their former lives.
We were immediately mobilized to action by
two factors:

By the end of 2015, we had reached
120,500 Nepali people with life-saving
provisions and the Gospel message. And
through the compassionate care of World
Help supporters, thousands were introduced
to the radical love of God, resulting in more
than 3,000 new Christ followers.

“My name
is Pastor B.
Tamang and my
family and I lost everything in
the earthquake of April 25th
of 2015. I have been worried
about my family, because
winter is coming and we
don’t have enough blankets
to keep us warm. [World Help

1) World Help supporters reacted
instantly and generously to our
pleas for help

partner] came to my village

2) Longstanding partnerships allowed
us to respond swiftly and extensively
throughout the country

blankets provided by World

Because of your intervention, World Help’s
aid network was able to distribute tents,
clean water, food provisions, blankets,
clothing, medicine, cooking supplies, and
more to tens of thousands of survivors.
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Shortly after our emergency relief efforts, we
initiated construction on temporary housing
for displaced families, church buildings, and
small homes as well as a children’s home and
school repairs. Combined with sustainable
investments and ongoing relief efforts,
multitudes of individuals found renewed
hope through World Help programs.

and distributed warm, thick
Help and we are so glad. Now
my family will be warmer this
winter. Our children will be safe
from pneumonia.”

What Your Giving Accomplished:
•
•
•
•
•

120,500 people provided with life-saving aid
500+ families provided with blankets
1 new school rebuilt for hundreds of children
17 churches planted in communities with no existing Christians
389 children sponsored in earthquake-affected areas
13
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Nepal: A Legacy of Love

N

epal’s early 2015 earthquakes occurred
between the Sindhupalchok and Dolakha
districts—regions where World Help has
been strategically working since 1997.
For nearly 20 years, World Help and its
partners have established a vibrant legacy
of Christianity throughout Nepal like child
sponsorship, church planting, Christian
leadership training, Bible distribution, and
sustainability programs.
It was through these long-term relationships
that we were able to respond immediately
in the heart of devastated Nepal in 2015 . . .
ultimately making an eternal impact.

“We are grateful to the World
Help family for helping us in a
desperate time of need right after
the massive earthquake. [The]
immediate response we received
from your side has enabled us to
reach in the doorsteps of the tarp
tents of thousands of families to
support them.” – National partner

has played an integral part in building
this trust. This support system was only
strengthened when World Help committed
to rebuild dozens of churches damaged by
the earthquakes . . . those like Bhaddi Church.
The village was devastated by Bhaddi’s
collapse, and for many months, the church
body was scattered. But after World Help
supporters generously rebuilt the church,
Bhaddi experienced a tremendous growth
in attendance. It became an incredible
source of hope, revival, and cultivated a
deep faith in the community.
After the earthquakes struck, World Help
knew we could rely fully on our team of
nationals who had established exemplary
Christian ministries on the ground. Their
leadership, combined with the compassion
of so many, has allowed us to continue
investing in our legacy of Christ-like love
throughout Nepal’s darkest hours.

BHADDI CHURCH
Despite regular religious persecution, our
models of care and support have softened
many hearts to the Gospel message. In fact,
World Help’s vast church-planting network
14
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S U S TA I N A B I LT Y A N D E D U C AT I O N

T

he people of Iraq and Syria would
never have dreamed how their lives would
drastically change following the dark events
beginning spring 2011—the year a ghastly
nightmare became reality.

Middle East
Refugee Relief

ISIS (Islamic State of Iraq and Syria) violently
seized control of these two eastern nations,
committing brutal acts of violence against
millions of innocent men, women, and
children . . . the blood of religious and ethnic
minorities covered the very streets where
Christianity began.
Today, the people of Iraq and Syria continue
to live a horrific existence. Millions have
been violently driven from their homes into
a life of severe poverty. Many, who once
held stable employment, now lack access
to even the most basic of necessities. In a
breath, they were at the mercy of complete
strangers for survival.
By early 2015, the hopeless faces of
desperate refugees began disappearing
from mainstream media. Aid organizations
started to vanish from the scene, and yet
the needs remained staggering. Because
of your faithful commitment, World Help
was able to uphold our promise to stand by
our brothers and sisters in the face of this
unending crisis.
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Your Impact
Your generosity and compassion reached
over 160,000 refugees in 2015. You
provided nourishing meals, clothing, winter
supplies, medicine, and shelter. You also
helped place 13,000 Bibles directly into
the hands of refugees.
But your support didn’t end there. You not
only saved lives by meeting immediate,
physical needs, you also invested in longterm, sustainable solutions that will rebuild
the future for thousands. You helped provide
refugee schools, educational assistance,
vocational training, spiritual development,
and trauma counseling.

Today, the people
of Iraq and Syria
continue to live a
horrific existence.
Millions have
been violently
driven from their
homes into a life
of severe poverty.

While thousands of discouraged refugees
still long to return to the secure lives they
once knew, your continued support and
prayers are providing stability in the midst
of chaos and uncertainty—a sense of home
and purpose that opens doors of hope.
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Spiritual Development

Vocational Training

“Seeing Jesus in dreams and visions is
becoming very normal,” said Mahir, founder
of our partnering program in Iraq. After 10
years serving on the mission field in wartorn Iraq, he is well acquainted with evil and
suffering, and yet the faith he possesses is
staggering.

Faris arrived in Kurdistan with deeply mixed
emotions. His wife and seven children were
safely at his side . . . but many unanswered
questions remained before him.
Deeply grateful they had escaped the
violence near their home in Sinjar, Iraq, Faris
tried to muster faith to believe he could
rebuild their lives from nothing. But he soon
found there were few opportunities to earn
a living in remote Kurdistan, and the weight
of responsibility was suffocating.

Thousands of Iraqi refugees are finding
hope through Mahir’s ministry programs
for the displaced. People of all different
religious and ethnic backgrounds have
come through their doors seeking refuge
and discovered so much more.
Mahir and his wife, Sahir, work around the
clock to meet the needs of these desperate
refugees, distributing relief supplies,
providing extensive trauma counseling,
and offering spiritual development
resources and classes.
Much like the miracle of faith
that is evident in Mahir,
thousands of refugees are
discovering hope even
in the face of the evil
atrocities surrounding
their lives.

“We have been built up spiritually here,”
said Batool, an Iraqi woman from Qaraqosh.
“God has put a smile on our lips.”
Through your faithful support, thousands of
refugees are finding light in unimaginable
darkness. In the throws of desperation and
grief, you have been the hands and feet of
Jesus, giving evidence to the transformative
love of Christ.

Faris was near desperation when he was
offered an opportunity to learn the trade of
soap-making through our vocational training
program. He eagerly accepted the offer and
began the difficult task of learning this new skill.
Today, Faris has regained a sense of peace
he thought he would never feel again. Not
only can he earn an income for his family, he
can provide them with tangible reasons to
believe life will one day be normal again.

“We want to make use of this opportunity,”
Mahir said ardently. “This is the time of
the harvest.”

Through your faithful support, thousands of refugees
are finding light in unimaginable darkness.
18
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COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

Village Transformation
I

n 2011, World Help President Vernon
Brewer and Guatemalan partner Carlos
Vargas began to dream about how the
power of relationships could bring hope to
the overlooked, impoverished communities
scattered throughout rural Guatemala.

That day, an incredible vision was born . . .
Village Transformation . . . an initiative to
impact remote Guatemalan villages by
partnering with American churches to rebuild
these broken communities, drastically
improving health, education, economics,
and their spiritual life.
Through Village Transformation, committed
churches and supporters seek to seek to
meet the unique needs of their adopted
village. First, they establish relationships
within the community and assess the
needs, then raise funds to meet those
needs, resulting in permanent change and 		
a sustainable way of life.

Since 2011, we have seen Village
Transformation sweep through 34 broken
communities with holistic healing, impacting
more than 35,700 lives. By providing
school classrooms, homes and churches,
medical clinics, and clean-water wells,
Village Transformation creates thriving
communities that can look to themselves
and God to achieve their dreams and
improve upon their futures.

“Village Transformation
has been a great avenue
for our church to share
the love of Jesus Christ
by addressing both the
physical and spiritual needs
of our village. This project
has truly ignited a passion
to reach not only the
community in Guatemala
but also the people 		
where we live.”
— Dr. John Lloyd
Pastor, Christ Community Church
East Taunton, MA

And because of our passionate supporters,
the results have been nothing short of
miraculous.
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COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

Harrisonburg First
Church of the Nazarene

Through Village Transformation, committed churches and
supporters seek to meet the unique needs of their village.

Relationships: The Substance of Transformation

H

eidi Dove stood in disbelief when
she first laid eyes on the sobering reality
of life in the rural Guatemalan village of La
Colonia. As she watched the villagers, mostly
children, scouring the local dump for scraps
of food, she felt anger welling up inside her.

In 2015, they provided a church building
for the community and began raising
funds for a school project. In addition, they
helped women in the community launch a
handmade jewelry business to earn income
for their families.

“Honestly, I was angry at God,” Heidi
admitted. “I asked, ‘God, why aren’t you
doing something about this?’ And then He
said right back to me, “I’ve given you the
resources, why don’t you do something?”

Today, members of Harrisonburg Church
have come to see the people of La Colonia
as a part of their family. Their photos hang
in their homes, they pray for them regularly,
and even plan baby showers for women in
the community.

When Heidi returned to Harrisonburg, it was
as if the people of La Colonia were etched
into her heart. Transforming the village would
be no small commitment to make, but she
couldn’t get the idea out of her mind.
“If this is what God is calling you to do,
we’re going to support it,” said Kerry Willis,
Pastor at Harrisonburg First Church of the
Nazarene.

While Harrisonburg Church continues
to work to bring transformation to this
impoverished village, they are realizing that
the people of La Colonia are transforming
their lives too.

One year later, several members of
Harrisonburg Church were standing in this
rural village, holding malnourished children
in their arms, and distributing food and
medicine to those in desperate need.
22
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Child Sponsorship: Why It Matters

M

illions of children around the world suffer hardship,
hunger, and disease. They are the most vulnerable to
the affects of dirty water, war, poverty, famine, and disaster.

Child
Sponsorship:
Unlocking Potential

Through the gift of sponsorship, this cycle of
poverty and injustice is being reversed.
While sponsorship provides necessities such
as healthy food, durable clothing, and basic
medical care, it goes far beyond a child’s
physical needs by providing a quality
education, emotional support, and
spiritual guidance. Sponsorship
is a holistic investment
that completely changes a child’s
life, providing hope for a brighter future.
The need is overwhelming, but positive
change begins one child at a time. We
believe every child is precious and valued
in God’s eyes. He lovingly formed them with
unique gifts and divine purpose . . .
. . . they are His children.
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What Sets Us Apart

Our approach to child sponsorship.
Christ
Centered

Partnership
Focused

Uniquely
Diverse

One of the greatest
impacts made possible
through sponsorship is
spiritual development for
each sponsored child.
Our international partners
are unapologetically
committed to sharing
the Gospel of Jesus
Christ with the boys and
girls in their programs.
Child sponsorship is an
investment of eternal
significance.

Each of our 160 programs
is built on partnerships
with already-established
programs founded and
operated by nationals.
This model promotes
development and
sustainability—allowing
a community to work
together to educate
and empower the next
generation.

We cater each of our
partnerships to fit the
unique needs of the
communities where we
work. This means that
each program is different—
partnering with children’s
homes, community
programs, schools, and
family-help initiatives.
Although each program
looks different, they are
all focused on investing
in the eternal future
for the children in their
communities.

The need is
overwhelming, but
positive change begins
one child at a time.
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Child
Sponsorship
Quick Facts
Total Programs | 160
Total Countries | 26
Current Active Sponsorships | 14,105
New Sponsorships in 2015 | 1,743
Countries Where We Work
Africa

China
India
Myanmar
Nepal
Philippines
Thailand

Latin America

Kazakhstan

Brazil
Guatemala
Haiti
Honduras
Mexico
Peru
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Asia

Central African Republic
Kenya
Nigeria
Rwanda
Uganda
Zambia
Zimbabwe

Middle East/Central Asia
Eastern Europe/Russia
Lithuania
Russia
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The extent of World Help’s
global impact is only possible
because of exceptional,
compassionate people like you.

Our Heroes:

The Hands and
Feet of Jesus

W

orld Help is privileged to work with world
changers, hope makers, justice champions . . . heroes!
The extent of our global impact is only possible because
of exceptional, compassionate people like you..
These men, women, and children run races, sell
lemonade, host golf tournaments, auction jewelry, make
connections, advocate online, volunteer, and so much
more—all so that those in need can know the love and
care of Christ.
We can’t manufacture the kind of enthusiasm our
supporters bring to the table. It’s 100 percent real.
Because at its heart is the heart of God. He’s using you
to be His hands and feet to share the greatest gift of all:
The hope of the Gospel.
Meet a few of the individuals who partnered with us
in 2015 to transform lives for eternity . . .
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P

Leading and
Loving It

atrick Shaw was never quite the same after spending
time in impoverished communities around the world.
Years later, the sights and smells of extreme destitution
are still impossible to forget.
“The more of the need I saw, the more passionate I
became,” Patrick said. “I really started praying about
how God would allow missions work to be a part of
my future.”

L

eading & Loving It — a ministry
dedicated to equipping, connecting,
and impacting pastors’ wives and
women in ministry was inspired by
the opportunity to save young lives.
In early 2015, they decided to act on
their passions—choosing to invest
and advocate for saving the lives
of malnourished and abandoned
children through our Rescue Program.

Patrick began to envision a life overseas meeting the
physical and spiritual needs of unreached communities.
But when unexpected health problems arose, his plans
came to an abrupt halt.
“God closed that door . . . but the passion was still
there. So I started to look for opportunities where I
could still be heavily involved,” he explained.

Running
On Volunteers
Volunteers in 2015:
      182 People volunteered at World Help’s Office
      1,825 Hours of hard work were donated
8 Roles were fulfilled by volunteers
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In 2015, Patrick’s desire to bring hope to broken
communities led him to volunteer at World Help. His
genuine passion to make an impact was immediately
evident in his willingness to help wherever it was needed.

This dynamic partnership gained more momentum
in April 2015, when a group of 28 women joined an
exposure trip to Guatemala where they witnessed the
need firsthand. It’s one thing to hear the heartbreaking
story of infants born into severe poverty . . . it’s another
to hold those infants in your arms.

“By doing odd jobs, I’m freeing up other
people to do their work better,” Patrick
said. “I’ve realized even the small things
can really contribute.”
Even with an extremely packed
schedule, Patrick looks forward to
starting his Thursday mornings by
volunteering at World Help.
“Thursday is the highlight of my
week,” he said. “When I look back on
this experience, I know I’ll be really
grateful I could be a part of this. It’s
worth it today, and it will be worth it
tomorrow.”

“In my time in Guatemala, I saw so clearly that it takes
each of us being obedient to what God is asking us to
do—only then can the miraculous happen. I made a
decision to be obedient no matter how insignificant or
enormous that looked.
“We have rescued five babies, and this just by doing
what I’ve already been doing—nothing spectacular or
special,” Susan said. “I’ve realized the people want to
make a difference . . . they’re just waiting for someone
to give them the opportunity.”

		
		

— Susan Morris,
Leading and Loving It trip member

When the women boarded their flights home from
Guatemala, they were ignited with irreversible passion
to save lives. And that is exactly what they did. To date,
Leading & Loving It has raised over $50,000 through
creative fundraising, passionate advocacy, and
unwavering commitment—enough
to save 42 precious lives!
And their rescue story is far from over.
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In the slum, there were no schools for the children, no sanitation systems
in place, and worst of all, the people had never heard of Jesus...

A

t World Help, our goal through every
initiative is to earn the trust of hard-to-reach
communities by meeting physical needs so
we can ultimately meet spiritual needs by
sharing the Gospel.
The Tejaji slum was once almost
impossible to reach. Situated in the
heart of Indore—one of India’s largest
cities—the slum has been neglected by the
surrounding community and forgotten by
the world.

Ripples:
Sparking
Long-term
Change

Our supporters have since
invested even further into		
the slum:
• A school was started for
more than 100 children
• A dedicated church planter
was brought in to develop
relationships

Left to Right: Wendy (World Help staff member), Susie, Aleeya, Alec, Ashley, Austin, and Scott Butler at the clean-water fundraising event.
Cristina and Joseph Lang

The closest water source was miles away,
forcing the community to cross dangerous
highways. In the slum, there were no
schools for the children, no sanitation
systems in place, and worst of all, the
people had never heard of Jesus.

• A child sponsorship 			
program was established

When Cristina and Joseph Lang decided to
get involved, everything changed.

Cristina and Joseph’s clean-water well was
the spark that paved the way for us to make
a lasting difference in the community . . . and
opened the door for sharing the Gospel.

“Reading about the changes that occur
when communities have clean water,
and the good that can spring from
it—people feeling valued and with a
sense of hope and dignity—it makes you
understand in a new way what it means
to love our neighbor and provide for the
needs of others,” said Cristina.
They provided the Tejaji slum with a clean
water well—removing the threat of waterrelated illnesses and preventing further
injuries on the road. For the first time, this
community understood what it meant to
be loved and noticed.
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As a result, our partners soon earned their
trust and started building relationships.

• And in late 2015, a special Christmas
event was hosted that presented the
Gospel of Christ to the community
for the first time in history.

All it takes is one person—one spark—to break
down barriers and open doors for change.

Fundraising Family Make
an Eternal Impact

T

he Butler family is passionate about
the work of God around the world and has
strategically invested in the development of
impoverished communities. After hearing
about the need for clean water in Nepal,
Scott and Susie’s 17-year-old son, Austin,
expressed his deep desire to get involved,
saying, “We have to do something!”
That very day, they began planning and
organizing their Water Fore Life golf
tournament.
Each member of the Butler family played
their role to make the event a success from
the organization, making contacts, and
sharing the event.
Beyond all the hard work the Butler family
put into this golf tournament to raise
money for Nepal, they always found time to

pray together as a family, asking God
to lead them in their efforts.
Through their event, the family and
their supporters raised the funds to
provide not only five wells, but also
two church buildings!

“ It’s amazing what God does when

you commit your plans to Him,
and it is something He wants.”
            
— Susie Butler

Only one month after the golf tournament,
the massive earthquakes hit Nepal,
devastating the nation.
“We as a family felt God had gone
before us in helping to bring the right
amount in because He knew the
people in Nepal would need to rebuild
and have new church buildings and
new wells drilled. It was exciting to see
that happen,” Scott said.
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Vernon Brewer

Board of Directors

Advisory Board

Dr. F. Vernon Brewer

Rev. Tony Foglio Sr.

Mr. Lester E. “Skip” Taylor
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– Chairman
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Chief Operating Officer
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Senior Vice President
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The Power
of a Faithful
Church

M

any of our most faithful church
partners across the country began their
extraordinary journey when they invited
Children of the World International Children’s
Choir to perform in their home churches.
When the choir first arrived in Morning Star
Fellowship in 2011, God’s plan to bring hope to
a broken community was already set in place.
The church was moved with compassion to
bring clean water to rural Guatemala . . . and
that was only the beginning.
Today, their fellowship is deeply committed to
seeing holistic transformation take root in the
village of Quebrada Honda, Guatemala.
Through Morning Star’s faithful commitment,
over 100 children in the village now have
access to education through sponsorship. In
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Noel Brewer Yeatts
Vice President

addition, a brand-new church building now
serves as a beacon of hope to the entire
village. In 2015, Morning Star Fellowship
completed a bathroom and water tank
project, providing health and sanitation to the
community.
“[Transformation] is all about relationships
and trust,” Pastor Defrain said. “We’ve learned
that everything is going to take time . . . and
you have to be invested for the long haul. But
you can do so much more by partnering with
others than you could ever do on our own.”
Thank you for allowing World Help to
be a part of your church family . . . and
bringing eternal transformation to broken
communities around the world.

Mr. Harvey Saarloos
Mrs. Kathy Sarantos
Mr. J.J. (Jody) Thomason
Dr. David (Tom) Thompson

Mark Hogsed
Vice President of International Programs

Mr. Cotton Verhoeven
Mrs. Louanne R. Guillermin
– Board Emeritus

John Rogers
Vice President of Marketing and Growth

Rev. Chuck Carver

Mr. Jay Ault

– Secretary

Tom Thompson

– Chairman

Rev. Jim Foglio
Mr. Joe Foglio
Rev. Tony Foglio Jr.
Rev. Bob Hart
Mr. Victor Hester
Mr. Hank Hobbs
Mr. Russell Jenkins
Mr. Roy Jones
Dr. Richard Lane
Rev. John Lloyd
Mr. John Midose
Mr. Bill Murray
Mr. Doug Parks
Mr. Ed Ploeger
Rev. Butch Pursley

Allyn Lyttle
Director of Communications

Mr. Greg Pyke
Mr. Ron Rogers
Mr. Curt Streelman
Mr. Dennis Trine

To learn more about our leadership and staff,
visit worldhelp.net/leadership

Mr. Josh Thomson
Mr. Russell Verhoeven
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Overview
World Help is dedicated to practicing ethical and
financial accountability. The trust of our supporters
is critical to everything we do—and ultimately to the
success of life-changing initiatives worldwide.
To honor our commitment, we have established a
culture of transparency through three key pillars:
1 . We pledge to maximize the use of every donation
to ensure strategic and timely intervention for
individuals in need.

Financial
Commitment

Statement of Activities
Year Ended December 31,
2015
			

Unrestricted

Temporarily
Restricted

2014
Permanently
Restricted

Total

Unrestricted

Temporarily
Restricted

Permanently
Restricted

Total

SUPPORT AND REVENUE:
Contributions and grants:					
		

Cash

		

Gifts-in-kind

		 Special events–net

$ 12,784,237

$ 1,227,291

—

$ 14,011,528

$ 10,948,175

—

$ 12,465,684

14,074,767

—

$

—

14,074,767

10,554,897

$

1,517,509
—

$

—

10,554,897

577,845

—

—

577,845

689,804

—

—

689,804
75,477

2. Our global partnerships are built on foundations
of integrity and personal relationships.

		 Product sales

55,685

—

—

55,685

75,477

—

—

		 Investment income

47,070

—

—

47,070

1,276

—

—

1,276

3. We regularly report on the effectiveness and
impact of our global programs.

		 Other income

6,185

—

—

6,185

11,048

—

—

11,048

World Help submits to the appraisal of independent
auditors and affiliates, and falls under the review of
several prominent nonprofit financial watch groups,
including Ministry Watch and Charity Navigator.
The following financial statements are excerpted from a
2015 report conducted by an independent auditor. For
a detailed report, please visit worldhelp.net/financials
or request a hard copy by calling 800-541-6691.

											
Total support and revenue

84%  Program Services
12%  Management
and General

1,227,291

—

28,773,080

22,280,677

1,517,509

—

23,798,186

RECLASSIFICATIONS: 									
		 Satisfaction of program restrictions

1,609,067

(1,609,067)

—

—

1,651,713

(1,651,713)

—

—

				
EXPENSES:									
		 Program services:							
		

International ministries

		

Outreach ministries

		

2015: Allocation of Expenses

27,545,789

Total program services

23,444,653

—

—

23,444,653

20,060,258

—

—

650,078

—

—

650,078

667,921

—

—

20,060,258
667,921

24,094,731

—

—

24,094,731

20,728,179

—

—

20,728,179

Supporting activities:									
		 Management and general

3,320,122

—

—

3,320,122

2,961,088

—

—

		 Fundraising

1,390,304

—

—

1,390,304

1,318,714

—

—

1,318,714

		

4,710,426

—

—

4,710,426

4,279,802

—

—

4,279,802

28,805,157

—

—

28,805,157

25,007,981

—

—

25,007,981

—

(32,077)

(1,075,591)

(134,204)

—

(1,209,795)

Total supporting activities

Total Expenses

2,961,088

					
Change in Net Assets

349,699

(381,776)

										
Net Assets, Beginning of Year

(143,905)

1,968,102

64,300

1,888,497

931,686

2,102,306

64,300

3,098,292

$1,856,420

( $143,905)

$1,968,102

$64,300

$1,888,497

						
Net Assets, End of Year

$205,794

$1,586,326

$64,300

4%  Fundraising
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These are selected financial statement pages from our 2015 audited financial statements.
For a complete report, please visit worldhelp.net/financials or request a hard copy by calling toll free 800-541-6691.
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Pray
Nothing of eternal significance happens apart
from prayer. Pray for God to continue to work:

Pray for children in our sponsorship
programs.

Pray for refugees living in the middle 		
of conflict and war.

Pray for our brothers and sisters
being persecuted for their faith.

Be a World
Changer
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Pray for safety for our international
partners and staff.

Pray for wisdom for our staff and
leadership team.

Pray for encouragement for our
family of supporters and advocates.

Give
Give online
Online donations are easy and fast. Visit
worldhelp.net to give now.

Give by mail
Send your check or money order (made payable to
World Help) to P.O. Box 501, Forest, VA 24551.

Give by phone

Share
Social Media
Help us get the word out with a simple post,
tweet, gram, or pin.

Become a World Help Advocate
Join voices with other World Help supporters
every Wednesday on social media. Visit
worldhelp.net/advocates to join.

Our team will by happy to help you! Call toll free
800-541-6691. Our offices are open Monday to Thursday
8 a.m.- 5 p.m., and Fridays from 8 a.m.- 4 p.m. (EST)

You can change
the world for
someone in need.

Host an event
We make it easy for you to host a World Help event
in your own community or home. Request more
information at worldhelp.net/host.

Volunteer
Start changing the world through volunteering your
time! Visit worldhelp.net/volunteer to learn about
opportunities across the country.

Planned Giving

fb.com/worldhelp
twitter.com/world_help
instagram.com/world_help

Discover unique ways that you can increase your
impact. Go to worldhelp.net/plannedgiving for
more information.

You can change the world for someone
in need . . . and it’s never been easier.

Corporate Partnerships

Join the movement to start bringing help for today and hope
for tomorrow to impoverished communities around the world.

Fundraise

Make changing the world part of your business
strategy. Email partner@worldhelp.net to 		
request information.
Campaign to raise funds for a variety of 		
projects around the world. Learn more at
worldhelp.net/campaign.
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P. O. Box 501
Forest, VA 24551
800. 541.6691

worldhelp.net

25 Years of Help & Hope

fb.com/worldhelp
@world_help

